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Tutorial’s Purpose: 

•  Provide some useful algorithms. 

 

•  Impart some robot programming lessons learned that 

    might be of benefit to you. 
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The Problem 

In a 7’x10’ arena, push more cans 

through your opponent’s goal than  

he or she pushes through your goal  

in 10 minutes. 

Find Can 

Capture Can 

Take Can to Goal 

The questions are:  

 How do I find a can? 

  (Is it a can, or a wall, or a robot?) 

 How do I capture a can? 

  (With a can capturer, of course…) 

 How do I find the goal? 

  (Where am I and where is the goal?) 
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Simplified Differential Robot Kinematics 

Rotational 

velocity of 

the robot 

Linear 

velocity of  

the robot 

Distance 

to target 

The robot’s frame of reference 

is called the inertial frame of 

coordinates. 
X 

Y 

x 

y 
theta 

heading 

error 

target 

bearing 

Per time slice: 

Avg displacement = (right wheel disp. + 

               left wheel disp.) / 2  

 

theta  += (right wheel disp. - left wheel  

                disp.)  / wheel base 

 

x +=  avg disp. * cos (theta) 

y +=  avg disp. * sin(theta) 

wheel 

 base 

X direction 

X direction is  

a theta of 0 deg 

The way things are normally 

defined. 
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Rotational 

velocity of 

the robot 

Linear 

velocity of  

the robot 

Distance 

to target 
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theta heading 

error 

target 

bearing 

The way we are going to  

define things. 

wheel 

 base 

Per time slice: 

Avg displacement = (left wheel disp. + 

               right wheel disp.) / 2  

 

theta  += (left wheel disp. - right wheel  

                disp.)  / wheel base 

 

x +=  avg disp. * sin (theta) 

y +=  avg disp. * cos(theta) 

Simplified Differential Robot Kinematics 

Y
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Y direction is  

a theta of 0 deg 
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Quick Trigonometry Review 

A 

B 

C 

c 
a 

b 

sin A  =  a / c 

 

cos A  =  b / c 

 

tan A  =  a / b  

Arctan x = tan   x  =  any angle that has a tangent value of x 
-1 

Angle changes from 
 

-pi / 2 <= arctan x <= pi / 2 
 

as x goes 
 

         -inf <= x <= inf 

Different compilers handle the arctan function differently.  
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Navigation 

Only 3 short routines and 2 constants are needed for  

basic navigation using encoders on a differential robot design. 

void odometer(int mtr1_interval_cnt, int mtr2_interval_cnt) { 

 

// convert longs to floats and ticks to inches  

   left_in = (float)mtr1_interval_cnt/MTR1_CLICKS_PER_INCH;   

   right_in = -(float)mtr2_interval_cnt/MTR2_CLICKS_PER_INCH;     // mtr2 going fwd is neg 

 

// calculate distance we have traveled since last sampling  

   inches = (left_in + right_in) / 2; 

 

   // accumulate total rotation around our center  

   theta += (left_in - right_in) / WHEEL_BASE; 

   // and clip the rotation to plus or minus 360 degrees 

   theta = theta - (float) (TWOPI * ((int)(theta/TWOPI))); 

 

   deg_theta = (360 / TWOPI) * theta; 

      

  // calculate and accumulate our position in inches  

   x_pos += inches * sin(theta); 

   y_pos += inches * cos(theta); 

 

} 

Code based on work by David Anderson (see http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/robo/Encoder/imu_odo/ ) 

The constants needed are: 

     1.  WHEEL_BASE in inches 

     2.  Encoder ticks per inch 

           (MTR_CLICKS_PER_INCH) 

http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/robo/Encoder/imu_odo/
http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/robo/Encoder/imu_odo/
http://www.geology.smu.edu/~dpa-www/robo/Encoder/imu_odo/
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Navigation 

void locate_target(void)  { 

            float x,y; 

        x = x_target - x_pos; 

        y = y_target - y_pos; 

 

        target_distance = sqrt((x*x)+(y*y)); 

 

        /* no divide-by-zero allowed! */ 

        // note:  1.570796 (ie, HALFPI) equals 90 deg in rads 

 

        if (x > 0.00001)  

                       target_bearing = HALFPI - atan(y/x); 

        else if (x < -0.00001) 

                       target_bearing = -HALFPI - atan(y/x); 

 

 

        heading_error = target_bearing - theta; 

        if (heading_error > PI)  

                     heading_error -= TWOPI; 

        else if (heading_error < -PI)  

                     heading_error += TWOPI; 

 

        deg_heading = (360/TWOPI) * heading_error; 

 

} 
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Navigation 

int delta_target(float waypoint_x, float waypoint_y)  { 

   int segment = 0; 

 

   if((target_distance < 0.5) && (target_distance > -0.5)) 

   {    

      segment++; 

   } 

   return(segment); 

 

} 

Using these 3 functions you now know where you are, the direction of  

your target, and if you are there yet. 

 

However, you still don’t know how to get there. 
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Controlling your motors 

int calc_error(int m1_int_cnt, int m2_int_cnt)  { 

       float ref = 0;   

       if (fabs(heading_error) >= 0.2618)   // ~15 deg 

               rotate_in_place_flg = ON; 

       if (fabs(heading_error) <= 0.05236)   // ~3 deg 

              rotate_in_place_flg = OFF; 

 

        if (heading_error < 0) 

              ref = -(deg_heading);    

        else if (heading_error > 0) 

               ref = -(deg_heading); 

       else 

               ref = 0; 

 

       int err = 0; 

    

       // ref = m1_int_cnt;  // encoder cd Left mtr 

       // if m2 is faster (ie. more neg) the error will be negative 

       // if m2 is slower (ie. less neg) the error will be positive 

       // note: left (m1) has + cnts, right (m2) has - cnts 

       err =  ((int) ref - (m1_int_cnt + m2_int_cnt)) ;          // err is ref minus the difference between mtr int cnt 

   

   return err; 

} 

Note: The modification of 

ref by heading_error provides 

a cumulative theta error term 

(Integral) to the proportional 

controller shown on the next  

slide. You are controlling theta  

error not motor speed. 
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Controlling Your Motors 

void mtr_cntr_loop ()  {                                                     // Proportional controller 

     int correction=0; 

     correction = Kp * (error);                                                    // Proportional controller 

   

     if(correction > 250)                                                             // limit max correction value 

           correction = 250; 

     else if(correction < -250) 

           correction = -250; 

 

    if (rotate_in_place_flg == ON) { 

         if(correction>0)    {                                                           // need to turn left   (>) 

              set_motors(-top_speed/2 , top_speed/2);                    // speed up right motor 

         else if(correction<0)                                                          // need to turn right   (<) 

              set_motors(top_speed/2 , -top_speed/2);                   //  slow down right motor  

         else                                                                                  // go straight 

              rotate_in_place_flg = OFF; 

     } 

     else  { 

          if(correction>0)                                                                       // need to turn left   (>) 

                set_motors(top_speed, top_speed + correction);             // speed up right motor 

          else if(correction<0)                                                               // need to turn right   (<) 

                set_motors(top_speed - correction, top_speed);              //  slow down left motor  

           else                                                                                       // go straight 

                set_motors(top_speed, top_speed);                                // set speeds of motors 1 and 2 

     } 

} 

Note: top_speed is not the 

same as max speed. 
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Tuning 

Any time that you mess with the wheels, you need to retune 

your robot’s wheelbase value.  

For accurate navigation you have to tune two values:  

          --  the encoder counts / inch  

          --  the wheelbase length 

One way to tune your robot is described at  

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/umbmark.pdf 

or at http://www.dprg.org/articles/2009-02a/ 

 

I am going to describe a quick and dirty way that seems to work 

well for me. Your mileage may vary. 

 

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/umbmark.pdf
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/umbmark.pdf
http://www-personal.umich.edu/~johannb/Papers/umbmark.pdf
http://www.dprg.org/articles/2009-02a/
http://www.dprg.org/articles/2009-02a/
http://www.dprg.org/articles/2009-02a/
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Tuning 

Never try to tune your robot on carpet. 

• Check your encoders on both motors.  

1. Place a wheel on the motor and mark the wheel 

2. Using your controller send the number of pulses 

required for 10 revolutions (wheel in the air).  

3. Observe where the motor stops.  

4. Repeat 5 times. 

At this point, you only want to know if the encoders are behaving 

similarly.   

• Check the straight line distance (predicted vs actual). 

1. On a hard surfaced floor, mark a start and end  

point. A floor with lines (wood or tile) are especially good. 

The distance should be at least 8 feet. 

2. Command your robot to go the distance. Observe the 

difference between predicted and actual distance covered 

and adjust the encoder counts / inch values.  

                                                                            - cont next pg - 
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Tuning 

start 

end If you see behavior like the paths shown in red, 

adjust the wheelbase number. One way will make it 

worse and the other way will make it better.  

 

When you have it going the right distance and fairly straight, 

command the robot to spin in place 5 revolutions. Observe 

what angle the robot stops at, and adjust the wheelbase value. 

 

When you are finished, you should be able to rotate 5 times 

and stop at the desired angle. Check both directions. 

 

If you can’t tune out one direction of rotation, write your program 

to favor the direction that you are most accurate. 

* 

* Most likely a robot frame alignment issue. 
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Oh my! I’m lost… 

Odometry drifts over time due to the buildup of small errors. However, 

a reasonably built robot using only dead reckoning based on encoders 

could easily complete Can Can Soccer (10 mins) with good positioning. 

Especially if it stayed away from the walls and the opposing robot. 

 

But you can’t… 

 

You need a way to do two things: 

• Know if you are lost. 

• Have a way to reacquire your position. 
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Oh my! I’m lost… 
Am I lost? 

You need to check periodically or after an “event”. An accelerator can be 

used to detect a collision (either a wall or a robot). 

How can I re-establish location? 

• Use the X and Y direction of the arena to determine position. 

1. The X walls are continuous. Use two sensors, one pointed 

to the left and one pointed to the right. If the robot is 

parallel to the X walls, the addition of the two distances 

should be the width of the arena (minus a constant due  

to robot size). Rotate the robot to find the minimum distance 

(closest value to the expected calculated value). 

2. Once you have a good reading in X, drive to 1.5 feet from 

one of the X walls, rotate 90 degrees and take a reading 

on the Y walls. 

 • A vision system (camera) can use the goal to determine position. 

The goal is given width and has sharp edges. A table of the number  

of pixels to span the goal could be constructed to determine Y. The  

offset from center could be used to determine X. Breaks down if you are 

to close. In this case you would have to rotate and look at the other goal. 
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Oh my! I’m lost… 

min. dist. 

1.5 

determine Y 

1 

2 3 

Use the fact that  

the walls are 8” 

tall and the cans 

6” tall. 
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Oh my! I’m lost… 

Other ideas: 

             Triangulation  

 Parallax shift 

              Use arena walls to square up 
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Finding the Target 

Using an Ultrasonic Sensor 

Take 3  

measurements. 

Use the middle 

measurement. 

Rotate 10 degs 

All 

angles 

meas? 

Pick closest obj. 

(use find/lose angle 

divided by 2) 

No 

Yes 

Drive by method with Sharp IR sensor 

Move 

Side 

sensor 

See 

anything

? 

Rotate 90 degs 

Close on obj. 

No 

Yes 
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Capturing 

So I know where the can is, how do I move to it? 

You can turn towards the can and use a distance 

sensor to determine your distance as you close.  

 

However, with a navigating robot you can do it by 

creating a new waypoint. You know the distance (magnitude) 

to the can and the angle you need to turn. Turn to face 

the can and create a waypoint. 

void make_obj_capt_wpt(unsigned int magnitude)  { 

 

    reset_waypt_arrays(); 

 

    // generate waypoint for object  location 

    waypoint_x[0] = magnitude * sin(theta) + x_pos; 

    waypoint_y[0] = magnitude * cos(theta) + y_pos; 

 

} 
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Obstacle Avoidance 

Look for obstacle 

Store Current target wpt 

Found 

one? 

Move to temp wpt (x,y) 

No 

Yes 

Add avoidance angle to 

theta, and calc temp wpt 

Restore target wpt 

If you know it isn’t a can you  

can avoid it by creating a  

temporary waypoint. 
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Staging Actions 

To accomplish various missions, I like to use a “Play/Act/Stage Manager”  

Analogy. For example for Table Top: 

 Play:  Table Top 

  Act 1:  “Push can over edge” 

  Act 2:  “Push can into box” 

  Act 3:  “Take can to starting area” 

The stage manager moves you from act to act. 
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Staging Actions 

void stage_director(int task_stage) { 

   unsigned int obj_dist; 

 

   if (task_stage == 1) {                                       // ready to capt and remove 1st can 

       obj_dist = point_at_object(); 

       delay_ms(1000); 

      make_obj_capt_wpt(obj_dist);                    // magnitude is in inches, angle is in radians 

      construct_task1_waypoints(); 

   } 

 

   if (task_stage == 2) {                                       // ready to capt and remove 2nd can 

       obj_dist = point_at_object(); 

       delay_ms(1000); 

       make_obj_capt_wpt(obj_dist);                   // magnitude is in inches, angle is in radians 

       construct_task2_waypoints(); 

   } 

 

   if (task_stage >= 3) 

      stop_at_end(); 

 

} 

Example stage director for two task (both pushing can off table). 

As things have gotten more complex, 

I have moved the tasks or “acts” into 

separate functions. 
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Example Main 

int main() {   

  HC_SR04_sensor_chk (); 

  battery_chk ();    

  initilize_cliff_sensors(ptr_cliff_sensor_R, ptr_cliff_sensor_L, ptr_cliff_sensor_D); 

  test_cliff_sensors(ptr_cliff_sensor_R, ptr_cliff_sensor_L, ptr_cliff_sensor_D); 

  select_path(); 

  initize_robot();  

  int trip_flg = 0; 

 

  while (1) { 

    seg = delta_target( waypoint_x[wayptnum], waypoint_y[wayptnum]);  

   meas_cliff_sensor(ptr_cliff_sensor_D);  

   chk_for_starting_area_box(); 

   if ((seg == 1) || (trip_flg == 1)) 

          wayptnum++; 

    x_target = waypoint_x[wayptnum]; 

    y_target = waypoint_y[wayptnum]; 

    if (waypoint_x[wayptnum] == LAST_ELEM) { 

         task_stage++; 

        stage_director(task_stage); 

    } 

    mtr1_interval_cnt = svp_get_counts_and_reset_cd(); 

    mtr2_interval_cnt = svp_get_counts_and_reset_ab(); 

    odometer( mtr1_interval_cnt,mtr2_interval_cnt); 

    locate_target(); 

   error = calc_error(mtr1_interval_cnt,mtr2_interval_cnt); 

   mtr_cntr_loop(); 

   print_display(); 

 } 

}  // <------------ end of main -------------------<<<< 


